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PROTECT YOUR FIREARM WITH THE NEW FIELDLINE® TACTICAL 43” COBRA GUN CASETM  
Keep Your Weapon Clean and Safe While Traveling to and from the Range 

 
Preserve, protect and defend your firearm with the new 43” Cobra Gun CaseTM by Fieldline®.  Part of the companyʼs 
new Fieldline Tactical series, designed specifically to meet the needs of tactical users and serious shooting 
enthusiasts, the fully padded lightweight soft-shell case is ideal for transporting and storing your firearm and 
accessories all while keeping your gear organized, safe and accessible. 
 
Know your gun will remain safely stowed with Fieldlineʼs dense protective layer of foam and soft snag-proof synthetic 
lining shielding it against nicks and bumps.  The super soft interior shell safeguards your firearmʼs finish while added 
side padding defends against inevitable knocks.  The water resistant shell is tough and can take on virtually any 
tactical situation with its abrasion-resistant heavy-duty polyester fabric.   
 
The rugged Fieldline Tactical 43” Cobra Gun Case measures 43 inches in length and is wide enough to carry a 
scoped firearm and all of its accessories.  Fashioned to be sleek and low-key, the case is fore mostly highly 
functional.  Access has never been easier with two full-length double slider zippers. Its ingenious design also allows 
the case to work great as a tablemat at the range.   
 
The durable outside of the case has a padded strap to reduce shoulder fatigue – handy for long walks to and from the 
range.  The easy grab handle wraps all the way around the case allowing for a more secure hold of its contents.  
Finally, three front accessory pockets, which are secured with hardwearing buckles, allow adequate storage for 
everything from hearing protection and shooting glasses to mags and extra ammo.  
 
The Fieldline Tactical 43” Cobra Gun Case is available in either Black or Coyote. 
 
The Fieldline Tactical series is a sleek new line of high performance backpacks, accessories and gun cases 
constructed to provide maximum utility for your gear in action.  To learn more about Fieldlineʼs new 43” Cobra Gun 
Case or any of the companyʼs rugged hunting gear and accessories, contact Fieldline at 1919 Vineburn Avenue, Los 
Angeles, Calif. 90032 • Telephone: (800) 438-3353.  Or visit online at www.fieldline.com.  
 

“Like” Fieldline on  to keep up with the latest news and for a chance to win a new Fieldline pack. 
 
Editorʼs Note: For hi-res images and releases, please visit our online Press Room at www.full-throttlecommunications.com. 
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